
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Activity Centre
Min Age: 3 years

Fisher Price, sorting, shapes, sounds, hand eye 
co-ordination

0412 *T0412*

Activity Cube
Min Age: 6 months

Multi-activity, lights and sounds, noise, pushing, 
response

Five sides of different activities with number, 
shape and patterns and a handle for easy 
carrying.

0596 *T0596*

Lights and Sounds

Activity Puppy
Min Age: 3 months

baby walker,Fisher Price,Dog , lights, sounds, 
activity centre

Dog shaped baby walker which has an activity 
centre side. Lights, sounds and different 
recognition activities make this a good toy for 
encouraging interaction and response

0041 *T0041*

Animal Bus
Min Age: 6 months

Electronic, bus, animals, sounds, lights

Electronic bus with animals and activities made 
by Vtech

0008 *T0008*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Animal train
Min Age: 9 months

music, lights, train, animal noises, buttons to 
press

Chicco activity centre in the shape of a train with 
animals and plenty of different activities to keep 
little ones occupied with lights and sounds

0071 *T0071*

Baby Playzone
Min Age: 6 months

Fisher Price, ball, wobble, movement, noise, rolls

Great for encouraging crawling on the floor, 
chasing and generally moving

0029 *T0029*

Lights and Sounds

Baby Stand up Ball Blast
Min Age: 9 months

balls, baby, rolling, lights, sounds

Great interactive electronic toy to encourage 
interaction as well as standing. Sturdy enough to 
support baby as they post the balls in the top

0267 *T0267*

Ball Popper
Min Age: 3 years

balls, posting, air blowing, noisy, Playskool

Very noisy ball popper which children will love; 
keep it turned on and the balls keep popping up 
and falling back into the helter skelter ready to 
be sent up again!

0217 *T0217*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Bob Builder Telephone
Min Age: 2 years

telephone, bob the builder, noise, sounds, 
imagination

Toddler friendly Bob the builder telephone with 
realistic handset for pretend play together with 
games and activities involving all the characters 
from the show

0130 *T0130*

Bob the Builder Computer
Min Age: 3 years

Bob the Builder, laptop, IQ Builders, fine motor 
skills

Pretendcomputer with Bob the Builder theme - 
lots of gamesand activities to help children 
familiarise themselves with keyboard anda 
joystick to control some actions.

0035 *T0035*

Lights and Sounds

Boom Box
Min Age: 6 months

activity centre, lights, sounds

Activity centre with carrying handle and lots of 
lights and sounds

0009 *T0009*

Chicco Activity Centre
Min Age: 3 months

Activity centre, lights, sounds

Activity centre with lights and sounds which can 
sit in the cot, on the highchair or the floor 
providing a sensory experience

0590 *T0590*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Chicco Calypso Magico
Min Age: 12 months

Response top buttons, music generator, sounds 
and light

Activity centre with lights and sounds and a 
handle for mobility

0554 *T0554*

Chicco posting sorter
Min Age: 2 years

posting, shapes, colours, keys

Sorter with different coloured shapes which can 
be posted through the apropriate holes as well 
as coloured keys to unlock the doors

0207 *T0207*

Lights and Sounds

Click clack caterpillar
Min Age: 12 months

Click clack caterpillar with rolling ball s, a 
ladybird, music and lights

Click clack caterpillar with balls to roll down the 
wobbly slope to music and with lights

0059 *T0059*

Crocodile Sorter
Min Age: 6 months

Shapes, sorter, crocodile, sounds, baby

Crocodile shaped storage with a base for the 
different blocks

0145 *T0145*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Dog and Puppy pullalong
Min Age: 12 months

Dog, animals, caring, movement, wheels, lights, 
sounds

Parent dog which walks along pulling the puppy 
behind. Pull along toy encouraging movement 
and looking after

0020 *T0020*

Fisher Price Tool bench
Min Age: 12 months

Hand eye co-ordination, solo, letter and shape 
recognition

Workbench activity centre from Fisher Price. 
Includes hammer which can be used to hit the 
shapes responding to instructions from the 
electronic toy. Great for helping with number, 
shape and colour recognition

0622 *T0622*

Lights and Sounds

Fishing Drum
Min Age: 6 months

fishing, drum, Playskool

First fishing set with durable fabric fish and a 
large "net" to catch them in

0038 *T0038*

Fly and Learn
Min Age: 3 years

Fly and learn Globe with handle to "fly" the plane 
around the world answering questions and 
answers as you go

Fly and learn globe with handle to "fly" the plane 
around the world answering questions as you 
move. Electronic with sounds

0015 *T0015*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Hammer Workbench
Min Age: 18 months

Hand eye co-ordination, lights, follow 
instructions, shape recognition, colour recognition

Workbench with hammer and lots of activities 
including number, shape and colour recognition

0484 *T0484*

Kaleidoscope
Min Age: 0 months

Floor light show, sensory

Sensory fun with a large kaleidoscope which 
gives an amazing display of patterns and 
colours. Can be positioned on the floor or table 
so within easy reach.

0533 *T0533*

Lights and Sounds

Learning Workbench
Min Age:

Hand eye co-ordination, number recognition

Workbench with hammer and lots of activities 
involving lights and sounds encouraging learning 
of numbers, shapes and colours

0486 *T0486*

Light and sound drum
Min Age: 12 months

moving, rolling, responsive to movement

Chunky floor toy great for encouraging crawling 
and movement as well as making noises and 
drumming

0051 *T0051*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Little People Garage
Min Age: 12 months

Fisher Price, garage, cars, imaginative

Garage with cars, people and lots to do including 
driving up and down ramps, using the lift and 
filling up with fuel.

0021 *T0021*

Mouse in the House
Min Age: 6 months

Mouse House,Noisy, flaps, musical, book

Fisher Price activity centre invoving a book with 
different rhyming games

0084 *T0084* 0218 *T0218*

Lights and Sounds

Musical Activity Gym
Min Age: 12 months

Activity centre, lights, sounds

Activity gym which baby can pull themselves up 
to, great for encouraging movement with lost of 
stimulating activities with lights and sounds

0460 *T0460*

Musici Pre-school
Min Age: 3 years

music, listening, physical, group, activities

Musical and physical play where children can 
listen to the instructions and follow the rules for 
different games. Encourages competition, 
reactions and physical play

0016 *T0016*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

My First Melody Maker
Min Age: 3 months

Response to buttons, hand eye co-ordination, 
noise and light response

Lights and sounds activity centre which responds 
to touched buttons

0553 *T0553*

Nursery Rhymes Activity Centre

Min Age: 0 months

Fisher Price activity centre, sounds, turning, 
spinning, motor skills

Nursery rhymes with musical games involving 
number, colour and shape recognition

0350 *T0350*

Lights and Sounds

Nursery Rhymes Book
Min Age: 3 months

noisy, book, baby

Electronic book with sounds as rewards as 
pages are turned

0141 *T0141*

Ocean Wonders
Min Age: 0 months

sounds, music,

Cot attachment with soothing sounds and visuals 
which babies love

0124 *T0124*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Peek-A-Boo Book
Min Age: 6 months

Vtech, music, chunky, book, baby

Electronic book with lights and sounds as 
rewards as you turn the page

0108 *T0108*

Play and Learn Fun Fair
Min Age: 18 months

Activities, movement, colours

Busy activity centre with a funfair theme and 
plenty to keep you busy - turning handles, 
pressing buttons and listening to the instructions 
and sounds

0585 *T0585*

Lights and Sounds

Playskool Cot Light show
Min Age: 0 months

A lullaby light show that can be attached to the 
cot side with sounds

A lullaby light show which can be attached to the 
cot side and plays lights and tunes

0591 *T0591*

Push & Glide Driver
Min Age: 6 months

Fisher Price, Driving

First driving experience with chunky base which 
can be table or floor based

0072 *T0072*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Rattle Phone
Min Age: 6 months

Fisher price, telephone, noise, sounds

Noisy chunky first phone with handset and big 
buttons

0131 *T0131*

Ringing Rattle Phone
Min Age: 6 months

Noisy, phone, imagination, talking, pretend

Chunky phone great for little hands and 
imaginative play. Big buttons and lots of ringing 
and rattling

0006 *T0006*

Lights and Sounds

Rocking Animal Bus
Min Age: 6 months

Lights and sounds, buttons, animals

Bus shaped activity centre with number and 
colour recognition activities

0597 *T0597*

Rolling Mirror
Min Age: 0 months

movement, mirror, noises, lights

Chunky mirror toy which rolls around the floor

0007 *T0007*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Shapes and Sound Castle
Min Age: 18 months

Colour matching, figures, posting

Castle shaped activity centre with keys to unlock 
doors with different shapes and sounds to help 
you get it right.

0584 *T0584*

Sing and go Choo choo
Min Age: 6 months

train, carriages, animals, noises, lights, 
communication, physical

Train, 3 carriages, 8 animals, 1 house all make 
noises as it moves along the floor.

0011 *T0011*

Lights and Sounds

Sort and soar Rocket
Min Age: 9 months

rocket, v tech, shape sorter

Noise and lights together with shape sorting help 
to understand colours and shapes. Great fun 
chunky rocket with different activities

0022 *T0022*

Sound Puzzle
Min Age: 18 months

posting, sorting, colours, sounds, shapes

Noisy posting set with sensory appeal. Post the 
shapes in the correct shaped holes and be 
rewarded with sound.

0037 *T0037*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Sparking Symphony Gym
Min Age: 0 months

Baby activity Gym with lights and sounds

Baby activty gym with lights and sounds.

0017 *T0017*

Sparkling Symphony Stacker
Min Age: 6 months

Lights, sounds, stacking, hand eye co-ordination, 
counting, music

6 pieces

0348 *T0348* 0661 *T0661*

Lights and Sounds

Speedy Shapes
Min Age: 12 months

Car, sorter, wheels, moving, imaginative, 
numeracy, noises, shapes

Red car with shapes for posting encouraging 
colour and shape recognition. Pulls along the 
floor encouraging movement

0018 *T0018*

Strobe Light
Min Age: 5 years

light, voice activated, party

Great for parties

0335 *T0335*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Sunny Days Radio
Min Age: 12 months

V tech,radio,buttons to press, lights, sounds, 
shapes, colour, communication

Pretend radio with different activities including 
shape and colour recognition

0039 *T0039* 0345 *T0345*
0593 *T0593*

Swirling saucer
Min Age: 6 months

swirling saucer, Fisher Price, balls, spinning

Use the balls inside and spin the dish for a 
mesmerising experience. Floor or table toy with 
chunky balls for little fingers

0026 *T0026*

Lights and Sounds

Talk 'n' Lights Radio
Min Age: 6 months

Vtech, radio, respond to commands, 
communication, literacy, shapes

Radio activity centre with lights and sounds

0073 *T0073*

Talking Cube
Min Age: 9 months

An activity centre with French and English 
spoken instructions. Lots of different games 
including numbers, colours and shapes

An activity centre with french and english 
instructions. Lots of games and activities 
involving shapes and colours

0003 *T0003*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Lights and Sounds

Walking Turtle
Min Age:

turtle, crawling, animal, moving, sounds, lights

A turtle with a wobbly head which encourages 
babies to follow him across the floor.

0004 *T0004*
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